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ADVANCED ANIMATION 

 
 
I. DESCRIPTION and PURPOSE OF COURSE 
 

A. Purpose and Rationale 
 
This one-year advance animation course expands the drawing, design and artistic skills 
needed for creating outstanding and original animations. Students will apply prior 
knowledge of the elements of art, principles of design, history, literature, geometry, math, 
and computer technology in order to create more complex animated films and interactive 
media. Students will further study and incorporate animation techniques used in other 
countries and exceptionally talented animation artists. In addition, students will review, 
analyze and critique how social, political and cultural viewpoints are reflected in various 
animated films and how to use different media and sound to creatively express the mood 
and styles desired in their animations.  
 
The purpose of this course is to further enlarge students’ understanding of the processes 
and strategies used in solving art and animation design problems. This will be achieved 
through a series of lectures and readings, hands-on demonstrations, availability of 
samples of exceptional quality, self-evaluation of individual assignments, and critiquing 
by fellow students. Students’ imagination and creative abilities will be constantly 
challenged and further developed through individualized projects utilizing animation in 
traditional and digital format. Topics covered in-depth will include fundamentals of art, 
design, digital imaging, historical and contemporary animated artwork, and 
communication. Students will create a digital portfolio they will be able to use for future 
endeavors and advanced studies, as well as for presentation at future job interviews. The 
development of such individual portfolios aimed towards careers in art and animation will 
be emphasized and will contain an adequate sample of their artwork that will demonstrate 
important creative skills and academic knowledge. To reach this goal, students will 
complete a series of assignments and a wide variety of independent and team generated 
animation projects.  

 
 B.  Grade Placement of the Course:  Grades 10, 11, & 12  

 
C. Prerequisite: Animation 1-2 

Suggested prior coursework and pathway recommendations:  
Art, Drawing, Ceramics, Art and Multimedia, Art of Video  

Other recommended courses: Drama, Dance, Music 
 

D.   Credits: 10, may be repeated for credit 
 

 
II. OBJECTIVES  

As aligned to: The California Dept. of Education Visual and Performing Art Standards, 
and University of California UC (a-f) Requirements 
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A. Advanced animation and interactive media art  
Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
1. Applying the principles of art, design, color, lighting, drawing and painting 

techniques that are used for texturing, as used in animation and digital media 
2. Acquiring a strong understanding of the principles and elements of art and design in 

their modeling and animated artwork 
3. Developing the ability to accurately observe, analyze and discuss animated art using 

the principles of visual perception  
4. Exploring and analyzing how animation, art and technology became an integral part 

of the creative environment 
5. Understanding how the production process and production strategies are used by 

creative teams in digital and interactive media, modeling, and animation studios  
 

B.  Standard 1 - Artistic Perception:  
Processing, analyzing, and responding to sensory information through the language and skills unique to the visual arts. 
Visual arts descriptor: Students learn how to perceive the world in an artistic way by refining their sensory perceptions of 
works of art, objects in nature, events, and the environment. They identify visual elements and principles of design using the 
language of the visual arts. 

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
1. Applying appropriate color theories to modeled objects, animation and environments  
2. Analyzing and distinguishing factors of design, color, and style, which result in 

successful vs. unsuccessful animated works  
3. Using the elements of art and the principles of design when analyzing, and discussing 

animated art  
4. Comparing and contrasting personal interactive media and animation with the work 

of their peers and professionals  
 
C.  Standard 2 - Creative Expression:  

Creating, performing, and participating in the visual arts 
Visual arts descriptor: Students develop knowledge of and the artistic skills in a variety of visual arts media and 
technical processes. They apply the knowledge and skills and demonstrate the processes in creating original artworks 
based on personal experiences. 

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
1. Using learned skills to solve animation problems 
2. Creating effective visual animated images utilizing the elements of art and the 

principles of design 
3. Producing original animated artwork that demonstrates competence in animation and 

interactive media techniques 
4. Developing an attractive and varied career-oriented portfolio 

 
D.  Standard 3 - Historical and Cultural Context:  

Understanding historical and cultural dimensions of the arts. 
Visual arts descriptor: Students explore the role of the visual arts in human history and culture. They investigate universal themes 
and concepts in historical and contemporary periods and styles in cultures throughout the world. 

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
1. Analyzing the historical development of traditional animation and its transition to a 

computer-generated imagery animations and interactive media artwork 
2. Researching in-depth historical and cultural animation milestones  
3. Analyzing the impact of animation on society  
4. Understanding how animation is used to illustrate historical events  
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E.  Standard 4 - Aesthetic Valuing:  

Responding to, analyzing, and making judgments about artworks. 
Visual arts descriptor: Students analyze, interpret, and derive meaning from works of visual art. They make critical judgments 
about and determine the quality of visual artworks and art experiences in accord with learned elements and principles of art. 

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
1. Evaluating various animated art projects, web sites, films, games, and videos, and 

making critical assessments of their impact on traditional forms of art 
2. Assessing the effect that colors and design principles have on audiences 
3. Comparing historical and contemporary animation and interactive media design 
4. Analyzing personal work through self-reflection, and peer group discussions  
5. Using as basis the elements of art and the principles of design, critique personal 

animated artworks and that of others  
6. Developing the ability to choose and include only their best work for their portfolio  
 

F.  Standard 5 - Connections, Relations, and Application:  
Connecting and applying what is learned in each art form to learning in other art forms, subject areas, and careers. 
Visual arts descriptor: Students apply what they learn in visual arts to learning across disciplines. They develop competencies 
in problem solving, communications skills, and management of time and resources, all of which contribute to lifelong learning 
and career skills. 

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
1. Developing written and oral communication skills for animation storytelling  
2. Utilizing all tools available in computer generated animation to produce the desired 

visual effects  
3. Researching career opportunities in animation and interactive media 
4. Identifying newly-emerging trends, which may be of use in the interactive media and 

animation industry  
5. Developing a viable plan for post-secondary education in animation and related art 

fields  
6. Utilizing a variety of resources to reinforce literacy and technology skills needed to 

conduct research and convey information 
7. Creating effective multimedia and digital media presentations, which integrate text, 

graphics, video, animation, and sound   
8.  Collaborating with other students in order to create superior animated work 
 
 

III. TOPICS OF THE COURSE 
 
Animation Use in the Contemporary World 

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
1. Researching the development of animation and its usage in all the medias  
2. Confirming through demonstrations their knowledge of the animation principles 

appropriate for film, video, games, advertisements and web sites  
3. Researching the psychological effects of animation on audiences and understanding 

the need for audience involvement 
4. Identifying the impact interactive media has on individual viewers and on society 
5. Understanding how the development of traditional animation and the “Twelve 

Principles of Animation” has a direct impact and application to computer animation 
and computer-generated visual effects  
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6. Applying the principles of hand-drawn animation, for animated characters, objects, 
matt paintings and environmental designs  

7. Researching the historical use of modeling clay for animated work to the present day 
use of rubber skin and wire 

8. Using modeling, geometric and organic primitives for creating objects, shapes, space, 
objects and structures 

9. Utilizing environment-dependent shading such as motion blur, fading, and fog 
10. Creating free form objects, first in clay and then by utilizing computer mesh modeling 

for animation purposes. 
11. Comparing the process of hand building and sculpting with clay with using scanned 

or real scale models and polygonal meshes. 
12. Visually sculpting with polygonal meshes 
13. Utilizing computer animation to create the effects of fire, smoke, sparks wind, dust, 

water, and natural phenomena 
 
The Creative Production Team 

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
1. Conceptualizing a storyboard, that includes sketches of character actions, camera 

positions, timing of motion, and scene transitions  
2. Presenting a detailed visual summary of project, production, technical details needed 

in the storyboard 
3. Utilizing character emotions within the stories  
4. Collaborating as part of a “Creative Production Team” when developing, planning, 

and executing their joint project 
5. Understanding the legal issues and consequences when adapting an existing story to 

one’s own animated interactive media production 
6. Understanding copyright laws and the ramifications of plagiarism 

 
Character Development 
 Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 

1. Utilizing the basic concepts of character modeling and claymation for digital 
animation 

2. Understanding the human skeleton and its importance in animated figures 
3. Demonstrating basic modeling of characters’ bodies, hands, face, and feet  
4. Conveying emotions in animated figures by using various animated facial expressions  
5. Demonstrating the differences in the movements of two-legged and four-legged 

figures and inanimate anthropomorphic objects 
6. Understanding how shapes are used in the development of character personalities and 

how they reflect voice, color, clothes, accessories and traits  
7. Constructing variations in a cartoon animation by stretching and squashing the head, 

changing facial expressions, movement of eyes and other actions 
 

Importance of Lighting, Visual Composition, Visual Effects and Sound 
Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
1. Understanding basic components of light source, position, orientation, color and 

intensity, decay and fall-off, beam angle, glow, cone of light lens flare, invisible light 
sources and shadow 
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2. Using lighting strategies for creating points of view, mood, colored, tinted, animated, 
and effective lighting for specific environments 

3. Developing both traditional matt paintings and digital generated backdrops for media 
animated projects based on the elements of art and principles of design  

4. Conveying mood with color, lighting, style and detail when designing background 
scenery  

5. Using simple visuals for maximum impact when creating artwork and digital designs  
6. Understanding how to illuminate the scene with background lights, key lights, fill 

lights, visible light sources, and moving lights  
7. Considering and analyzing various animation styles when choosing full or limited 

animation, simplicity or complexity, realism or exaggeration  
8. Analyzing the use of visual effects used in animation  
9. Creating moving shadows, natural phenomena (lightning, fire, explosion), practical 

(flashlights, matches, table lamps), artificial (point, spot lights), reflection lighting 
10. Utilizing interactive, navigational, stationary, point of view and interest, low and high 

angle shots, zoom, close up and wide angle, medium and long angle shots  
11. Incorporating sound to augment and enhance actions, moods, and storyline 
12. Experimenting and choosing appropriate sounds (voice, recordings, music, smart 

sounds, digitalizing sound effects) for animated interactive media projects  
  
The Elements of Art (Color, line, shape, form, value, texture, space) 
And Principles of Design (Balance movement, rhythm, contrast, emphasis, pattern, and unity)  

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
1. Utilizing web colors, color mode, hue, saturation, and color balance 
2. Explaining RGB as light based environment using an additive color system and the 

importance of HSL (hue, saturation, lightness) 
3. Defining how moods are induced by different colors  
4. Understanding how to use vector drawings for animations 
5. Demonstrating the effect of lighting and shadows on objects, characters, and 

environmental scenery. 
6. Understanding the difference between 2D and 3D space,  
7. Using the x, y, z axis when creating perspective in animation 
8. Evaluating the impact of color in repetitive patterns by introducing a wide variety of 

contrasts, warm and cool color combinations, intensity, shape and texture 
9. Experimenting with both random and planned designs in the creation of pleasing to 

the eye symmetrical and asymmetrical patterns  
10. Mastering the technique of painting with digital and traditional materials in order to 

create a wide variety of surface textures 
11. Understanding the use of shapes, contrast and depth of color to achieve visual 

emphasis  
12. Understanding the principle of opposition and juxtaposition of differing elements in a 

composition  
13. Identifying and recreating movement, rhythm, contrast, pattern and unity, in 

animation depicting rain, wind and fire 
14. Creating camera movement through singular and multiple camera positions, moves, 

tracking, traveling shots, tilts, rolls, pans, flythrough, zooming, panning, global and 
local rotation 
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15. Using straight cut, cross-dissolve, soft cut, fade-in and fade-out to achieve transitional 
effects 
 

Twelve Principles of Animation (Squash and stretch, anticipation, staging, straight ahead and pose to pose, 
follow through and overlapping action, slow-in and slow-out, arcs, secondary action, timing, exaggeration, solid 
drawing/CGI modeling and rigging, and appeal/CGI character personality) 

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
1. Demonstrating squash and stretch through mesh manipulation and morphing 
2. Using time sheets, timelines, curves, and motion holds for anticipation of the action 

that is about to occur 
3. Applying staging techniques that define the nature of the scene, including cinematic 

techniques such as slow motion, frozen time, motion loops, and hand-help camera 
moves 

4. Understanding that motion capture and rotoscoping are straight-ahead techniques 
used in animations 

5. Demonstrating the follow-through motions of falling cloth or movement of hair 
6. Utilizing time-editing tools to create slow-in and slow-out of action shots 
7. Using arcs to animate movement of characters 
8. Utilizing secondary action by using layers and channels for hair and cloth movement 
9. Demonstrating proper timing to character’s emotion and performance 
10. Using cinematography, editing, motion ranges and scripts for creating exaggeration of 

the action 
11. Creating solid modeling and rigging that conveys weight, volume, and depth of a 

character or object 
12.  Understanding that characters with emotional appeal engages the audience  

 
Contemporary Applications, Critique and Assessment  

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
1. Applying the Twelve Principles of Animations to critique and assess personal work 
2. Comparing and contrasting various artistic mediums and techniques used in 

animation and digital media design 
3. Combining digital techniques with traditional animation, such as stop-motion and 

claymation, when designing innovative projects 
4. Creating animation and digital media projects with full utilization of the design 

elements  
5. Achieving a fine degree of craftsmanship, artistic quality, and originality in 

completed work 
6. Understanding the relationship between interactive media animated art, the elements 

of art, and the principles of design  
7. Discussing, evaluating and making critical assessments of personal work as compared 

to professional animated projects  
8. Utilizing basic artistic compositional skills as a basis of assessment when evaluating 

historical and contemporary animated work 
9. Investigating the effect of color and design on audiences viewing animation 
10. Using rubrics for assessment of personal projects and portfolio 
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Animation, Digital and Interactive Media Career Explorations  
Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
1. Investigating the diversity of careers related to animation such as: computer graphics 

painter, modeling artist, post production technician, storyboard artist, story writer and 
background artist, creative director, animation supervisor 

2. Identifying particular areas of interest within career opportunities in animation 
3. Exploring local opportunities in particular area of interest 
4. Investigating careers that incorporate animation and interactive media 
5. Identifying possible need for furthering academic and artistic education in order to 

keep up with new techniques  
6. Researching educational and training programs related to a career in animation  
7. Planning future action that may be needed to fulfill goals  
8. Contacting local animation studios, computer animators and artists  

 
Portfolio Presentation 
Portfolios are designed to measure student’s knowledge and skills, as well as to promote learning and enhance 
instruction.  More than just a variety of work samples, the portfolio is a purposeful collection of student work that 
demonstrates important technical skills and academic knowledge.  

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
1. Exploring digital portfolios and interactive media art galleries on the Internet 
2. Selecting, organizing and storing animation and interactive media projects, writing 

samples, awards or recognitions 
3. Producing an aesthetically pleasing portfolio that includes work samples 

demonstrating important creative skills and academic knowledge 
4. Presenting their completed portfolios for self- assessment, peer review, college 

applications, scholarship consideration, and for job applications 
5. Practicing deportment and communication skills in presentation of portfolio at future 

job interviews  

 

 
KEY ASSIGNMENTS 

Detailed descriptions of the Key Assignments including tests, and quizzes, which should incorporate writing responses. How do 
assignments incorporate topics? Include all assignments that students will be required to complete. 
 
Animation Use in the Contemporary World 

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
14. Researching the development of animation and its usage in all the medias  
15. Confirming through demonstrations their knowledge of the animation principles 

appropriate for film, video, games, advertisements and web sites  
16. Researching the psychological effects of animation on audiences and understanding 

the need for audience involvement 
17. Identifying the impact interactive media has on individual viewers and on society 
18. Understanding how the development of traditional animation and the “Twelve 

Principles of Animation” has a direct impact and application to computer animation 
and computer-generated visual effects  

19. Applying the principles of hand-drawn animation, for animated characters, objects, 
matt paintings and environmental designs  
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20. Researching the historical use of modeling clay for animated work to the present day 
use of rubber skin and wire 

21. Using modeling, geometric and organic primitives for creating objects, shapes, space, 
objects and structures 

22. Utilizing environment-dependent shading such as motion blur, fading, and fog 
23. Creating free form objects, first in clay and then by utilizing computer mesh modeling 

for animation purposes. 
24. Comparing the process of hand building and sculpting with clay with using scanned 

or real scale models and polygonal meshes. 
25. Visually sculpting with polygonal meshes 
26. Utilizing computer animation to create the effects of fire, smoke, sparks wind, dust, 

water, and natural phenomena 
 
The Creative Production Team 

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
7. Conceptualizing a storyboard, that includes sketches of character actions, camera 

positions, timing of motion, and scene transitions  
8. Presenting a detailed visual summary of project, production, technical details needed 

in the storyboard 
9. Utilizing character emotions within the stories  
10. Collaborating as part of a “Creative Production Team” when developing, planning, 

and executing their joint project 
11. Understanding the legal issues and consequences when adapting an existing story to 

one’s own animated interactive media production 
12. Understanding copyright laws and the ramifications of plagiarism 

 
Character Development 
 Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 

8. Utilizing the basic concepts of character modeling and claymation for digital 
animation 

9. Understanding the human skeleton and its importance in animated figures 
10. Demonstrating basic modeling of characters’ bodies, hands, face, and feet  
11. Conveying emotions in animated figures by using various animated facial expressions  
12. Demonstrating the differences in the movements of two-legged and four-legged 

figures and inanimate anthropomorphic objects 
13. Understanding how shapes are used in the development of character personalities and 

how they reflect voice, color, clothes, accessories and traits  
14. Constructing variations in a cartoon animation by stretching and squashing the head, 

changing facial expressions, movement of eyes and other actions 
 

Importance of Lighting, Visual Composition, Visual Effects and Sound 
Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
13. Understanding basic components of light source, position, orientation, color and 

intensity, decay and fall-off, beam angle, glow, cone of light lens flare, invisible light 
sources and shadow 

14. Using lighting strategies for creating points of view, mood, colored, tinted, animated, 
and effective lighting for specific environments 
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15. Developing both traditional matt paintings and digital generated backdrops for media 
animated projects based on the elements of art and principles of design  

16. Conveying mood with color, lighting, style and detail when designing background 
scenery  

17. Using simple visuals for maximum impact when creating artwork and digital designs  
18. Understanding how to illuminate the scene with background lights, key lights, fill 

lights, visible light sources, and moving lights  
19. Considering and analyzing various animation styles when choosing full or limited 

animation, simplicity or complexity, realism or exaggeration  
20. Analyzing the use of visual effects used in animation  
21. Creating moving shadows, natural phenomena (lightning, fire, explosion), practical 

(flashlights, matches, table lamps), artificial (point, spot lights), reflection lighting 
22. Utilizing interactive, navigational, stationary, point of view and interest, low and high 

angle shots, zoom, close up and wide angle, medium and long angle shots  
23. Incorporating sound to augment and enhance actions, moods, and storyline 
24. Experimenting and choosing appropriate sounds (voice, recordings, music, smart 

sounds, digitalizing sound effects) for animated interactive media projects  
  
The Elements of Art (Color, line, shape, form, value, texture, space) 
And Principles of Design (Balance movement, rhythm, contrast, emphasis, pattern, and unity)  

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
16. Utilizing web colors, color mode, hue, saturation, and color balance 
17. Explaining RGB as light based environment using an additive color system and the 

importance of HSL (hue, saturation, lightness) 
18. Defining how moods are induced by different colors  
19. Understanding how to use vector drawings for animations 
20. Demonstrating the effect of lighting and shadows on objects, characters, and 

environmental scenery. 
21. Understanding the difference between 2D and 3D space,  
22. Using the x, y, z axis when creating perspective in animation 
23. Evaluating the impact of color in repetitive patterns by introducing a wide variety of 

contrasts, warm and cool color combinations, intensity, shape and texture 
24. Experimenting with both random and planned designs in the creation of pleasing to 

the eye symmetrical and asymmetrical patterns  
25. Mastering the technique of painting with digital and traditional materials in order to 

create a wide variety of surface textures 
26. Understanding the use of shapes, contrast and depth of color to achieve visual 

emphasis  
27. Understanding the principle of opposition and juxtaposition of differing elements in a 

composition  
28. Identifying and recreating movement, rhythm, contrast, pattern and unity, in 

animation depicting rain, wind and fire 
29. Creating camera movement through singular and multiple camera positions, moves, 

tracking, traveling shots, tilts, rolls, pans, flythrough, zooming, panning, global and 
local rotation 

30. Using straight cut, cross-dissolve, soft cut, fade-in and fade-out to achieve transitional 
effects 
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Twelve Principles of Animation (Squash and stretch, anticipation, staging, straight ahead and pose to pose, 
follow through and overlapping action, slow-in and slow-out, arcs, secondary action, timing, exaggeration, solid 
drawing/CGI modeling and rigging, and appeal/CGI character personality) 

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
13. Demonstrating squash and stretch through mesh manipulation and morphing 
14. Using time sheets, timelines, curves, and motion holds for anticipation of the action 

that is about to occur 
15. Applying staging techniques that define the nature of the scene, including cinematic 

techniques such as slow motion, frozen time, motion loops, and hand-help camera 
moves 

16. Understanding that motion capture and rotoscoping are straight-ahead techniques 
used in animations 

17. Demonstrating the follow-through motions of falling cloth or movement of hair 
18. Utilizing time-editing tools to create slow-in and slow-out of action shots 
19. Using arcs to animate movement of characters 
20. Utilizing secondary action by using layers and channels for hair and cloth movement 
21. Demonstrating proper timing to character’s emotion and performance 
22. Using cinematography, editing, motion ranges and scripts for creating exaggeration of 

the action 
23. Creating solid modeling and rigging that conveys weight, volume, and depth of a 

character or object 
24.  Understanding that characters with emotional appeal engages the audience  

 
Contemporary Applications, Critique and Assessment  

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
11. Applying the Twelve Principles of Animations to critique and assess personal work 
12. Comparing and contrasting various artistic mediums and techniques used in 

animation and digital media design 
13. Combining digital techniques with traditional animation, such as stop-motion and 

claymation, when designing innovative projects 
14. Creating animation and digital media projects with full utilization of the design 

elements  
15. Achieving a fine degree of craftsmanship, artistic quality, and originality in 

completed work 
16. Understanding the relationship between interactive media animated art, the elements 

of art, and the principles of design  
17. Discussing, evaluating and making critical assessments of personal work as compared 

to professional animated projects  
18. Utilizing basic artistic compositional skills as a basis of assessment when evaluating 

historical and contemporary animated work 
19. Investigating the effect of color and design on audiences viewing animation 
20. Using rubrics for assessment of personal projects and portfolio 

 
Animation, Digital and Interactive Media Career Explorations  

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
9. Investigating the diversity of careers related to animation such as: computer graphics 

painter, modeling artist, post production technician, storyboard artist, story writer and 
background artist, creative director, animation supervisor 
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10. Identifying particular areas of interest within career opportunities in animation 
11. Exploring local opportunities in particular area of interest 
12. Investigating careers that incorporate animation and interactive media 
13. Identifying possible need for furthering academic and artistic education in order to 

keep up with new techniques  
14. Researching educational and training programs related to a career in animation  
15. Planning future action that may be needed to fulfill goals  
16. Contacting local animation studios, computer animators and artists  

 
Portfolio Presentation 
Portfolios are designed to measure student’s knowledge and skills, as well as to promote learning and enhance 
instruction.  More than just a variety of work samples, the portfolio is a purposeful collection of student work that 
demonstrates important technical skills and academic knowledge.  

Students will demonstrate proficiency by: 
6. Exploring digital portfolios and interactive media art galleries on the Internet 
7. Selecting, organizing and storing animation and interactive media projects, writing 

samples, awards or recognitions 
8. Producing an aesthetically pleasing portfolio that includes work samples 

demonstrating important creative skills and academic knowledge 
9. Presenting their completed portfolios for self- assessment, peer review, college 

applications, scholarship consideration, and for job applications 
10. Practicing deportment and communication skills in presentation of portfolio at future 

job interviews  
 
 

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS AND/OR STRATEGIES 
 
Instruction will be delivered through conventional instructional materials (readings from assorted articles 
and tutorials) and teaching strategies (lectures, demonstrations) supplemented by instructional videos, 
software tutorials, guest speakers, researches and art projects. 
 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

The school site instructor will select readings, articles and other related materials to use in their 
classrooms. 
 
Texts & Supplemental Instructional Materials -- A list of district-adopted core textbooks and/or core literature, followed by 
other readings, articles, reports, etc., indicating if materials will be used in part or in their entirety. 

Resources: 
Readings will be used in part:  

• Williams, The Animator’s Survival Kit, New York, Faber and Faber ©2001 
• Meyer, Creating Motion Graphics, San Francisco, CMP Books, ©2000 
• Kerlow, Art of 3-D Computer Animation and Imaging, New York, John Wiley & Sons,  ©2000 
• Whitaker and Halas, Timing for Animation, Boston, Focal Press ©2002 
• Wells, Animation and America, New Jersey, Rutgers University Press, ©2002 
• Hooks, Acting for Animators, New Hampshire, Heinemann, ©2000 
• Faber and Walters, Animations Unlimited,  United Kingdom, Laurence King Publishing ©2004 
• Birn, Lighting & Rendering, Indiana, New Riders, ©2000 

Instructional/Informational Videos Resources: 
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• Introduction to Design Elements 
• Introduction of Design Principles 
• Composition 
• Color Concepts 
• Masters of Illusion 
• Perspective Drawing 
• Computer Animation Showcase 

Other Resources: 
• Guest Speakers 

 
 

ASSESSMENT METHODS AND/OR TOOLS 
 
Student progress will be assessed using various assessment methods: art projects, quizzes, peer reviews, 
self-reflections, and group critiques. Grades for report card assigned after considering the following: 
  
Animation  Quality of animation projects in a given time period 
Participation  Utilizing class time and participating in class discussions.  
Completeness  Quality of the written self-assessments, written peer reviews, Multimedia Research 

Project and Portfolio 
Portfolios  Designed to measure student’s knowledge and skills, promote learning, and enhance 

instruction.  More than just a variety of animation samples, the portfolio is a 
purposeful collection of student work that demonstrates important technical skills and 
academic knowledge  

 
Several different rubrics have been used to assess student work: Rubric for Grading Art, Authentic 
Portfolio Rubric, and Multimedia Project Scoring Rubric: Scoring Guidelines. The rubric used to 
evaluate student Multimedia Presentations was developed by the Challenge 2000 Multimedia Project. 
This rubric has been used with permission by many of the schools in San Mateo County. The Authentic 
Portfolio Rubric is from Glencoe Art Series, Portfolio and Assessment Techniques has been used to 
define quality: 
 
 

The Authentic Portfolio Rubric 
 

6=excellent    5=good    4=adequate    3= inadequate    2= off target    1=incomplete    0= zero 
 

Score Level: 6 
 

Rating: 
Excellent 

 

• Student work shows outstanding growth. 
• Student work demonstrates excellence in craftsmanship, originality, and 

imagination. 
• Student shows reflective ability to critique their own and others’ animations 
• Student uses animation and art vocabulary correctly and demonstrates thorough 

understanding. 
• All elements of portfolio are included and properly completed. 
• The portfolio is neat, very well organized, and labeled. 

 
Score Level: 5 

 
Rating: 

Good 

• Student work shows evidence of growth and demonstrates craftsmanship. 
• Student shows clear ability to critique animations of others and his or her own. 
• Student uses appropriate animation and art vocabulary and demonstrates 

understanding. 
• All elements of portfolio are included and complete. 
• The portfolio is neat, well organized, and labeled. 

 • Student work shows some growth and demonstrates some craftsmanship. 

http://pblmm.k12.ca.us/�
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Score Level: 4 
 

Rating: 
Adequate 

 

• Student shows some ability to critique animation of others and his or her own. 
• Student uses animation and art vocabulary and demonstrates an adequate level 

of understanding. 
• All elements of portfolio are included and complete. 
• The portfolio is neat, organized, and labeled. 

 
Score Level: 3 

 
Rating: 

Inadequate 
 

• Student work shows minimal growth and demonstrates minimal craftsmanship. 
• Student attempted to critique animations of others and his or her own. 
• Student uses some animation and art vocabulary correctly and demonstrates a 

beginning level of understanding. 
• Most elements of portfolio are included and complete. 
• The portfolio is partially organized, and labeled. 

 
Score Level: 2 

 
Rating: 

Off-Target 

• Student work shows very little growth and demonstrates poor craftsmanship. 
• Student inadequately critiques animation of others and his or her own. 
• Student uses animation and art vocabulary poorly and demonstrates very little 

understanding. 
• Most elements of portfolio are not included and not complete. 
• The portfolio is disorganized and not labeled. 

 
Score Level: 1 

 
Rating: 

Incomplete 

• Student work shows no growth and demonstrates poor craftsmanship. 
• No attempt made to critique animations of others or their own. 
• Student misuses animation and art vocabulary and demonstrates no 

understanding. 
• Most elements of portfolio are not included and not complete. 
• The portfolio is disorganized and not labeled. 

Score Level: 0 
Rating: Zero 

• No Portfolio is turned in 

 
Rubric for Grading Animations 

 
5 = A 4 = B 3 = C 2 = D 1 = F 

Student uses 
and/or 
demonstrates 
excellent 
knowledge and 
mastery of: 

Student uses 
and/or 
demonstrates 
very good 
knowledge of: 

Student uses 
and/or 
demonstrates fair 
knowledge of 
some, but not all 
of: 

Student uses 
and/or 
demonstrates 
very little 
knowledge of: 

Student 
demonstrates 
very little or no 
knowledge of: 

Composition: 
Animation 
rendering and 
subject is 
thoughtful, 
interesting, and 
creative; not trite 
or cliché, 

Composition: 
Animation 
rendering and 
subject is 
thoughtful, 
interesting, and 
creative. 

Composition: 
Animation 
rendering subject 
is interesting, but 
may exhibit 
copying/cliché 
qualities. 

Composition: 
Animation project 
is uninteresting, 
and may exhibit 
copying/cliché 
qualities. 

Composition: 
Animation project 
is not interesting; 
subject may be 
boring or not high 
school level. 

Elements of Art: 
Excellent use of 
Line, Shape, Form, 
Texture, Color, 
Space, and/or 
Value. 

Elements of Art: 
Very good use of 
Line, Shape, Form, 
Texture, Color, 
Space, and/or 
Value. 

Elements of Art: 
Competent use of 
Line, Shape, Form, 
Texture, Color, 
Space, and/or 
Value. 

Elements of Art: 
Needs 
improvement in 
Line, Shape, Form, 
Texture, Color, 
Space, and/or 
Value. 

Elements of Art: 
Does not 
understand Line, 
Shape, Form, 
Texture, Color, 
Space, and/or 
Value. 
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Principles of 
Design: Excellent 
use of Balance, 
Unity, Emphasis, 
Contrast, Pattern, 
Rhythm, and/or 
Movement 

Principles of 
Design: Very good 
use of Balance, 
Unity, Emphasis, 
Contrast, Pattern, 
Rhythm, and/or 
Movement 

Principles of 
Design: 
Competent use of 
Balance, Unity, 
Emphasis, 
Contrast, Pattern, 
Rhythm, and/ or 
Movement 

Principles of 
Design: Needs 
improvement in 
the use of Balance, 
Unity, Emphasis, 
Contrast, Pattern, 
Rhythm, and/ or 
Movement 

Principles of 
Design: Does not 
apply the concepts 
of Balance, Unity, 
Emphasis, 
Contrast, Pattern, 
Rhythm, and/ or 
Movement 

Technique: 
Excellent use of 
materials and 
applies concept. 

Technique: Very 
good use of 
materials and 
applies concept. 

Technique: 
Competent use of 
materials and 
somewhat 
understands and 
applies concept. 

Technique: Needs 
improvement, does 
not understand nor 
applies concept. 

Technique: Poor, 
does not 
understand or 
applies concept. 

Presentation: 
Neat and clean, 
attention to details. 

Presentation: 
Adequate attention to 
detail, but lacks 
finishing touches. 

Presentation: 
Perhaps not neat or 
clean, work could 
be improved. 

Presentation: Not 
neat nor clean, a 
bit careless. 

Presentation: Not 
neat nor clean, 
poor 
craftsmanship. 

Time and Effort: 
Excellent use of 
class time utilized 
on project and 
clean up. 

Time and Effort: 
Good use of class 
time, focused on 
project and clean 
up. 

Time and Effort: 
Satisfactory, not 
fully attentive to 
project or clean up. 

Time and Effort: 
Minimal usage of 
class time, little 
effort 
demonstrated on 
project or clean up. 

Time and Effort: 
Poor use of class 
time, not focused 
on project. Work is 
not completed as 
assigned. 
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Multimedia Project Scoring Rubric, Scoring Guideline: 
 

 
Score 
Levels 

Multimedia 
The integration of media objects 
such as text, graphics, video, 
animation, and sound to represent 
and convey information. 
Videotapes, which include sound 
and images, fit this definition. 

Collaboration 
Working together jointly to 
accomplish a common intellectual 
purpose in a manner superior to 
what might have been 
accomplished working alone. 

Content 
The topics, ideas, concepts, 
knowledge, and opinions that 
constitute the substances of the 
presentation. 
 

 
5 

Students have used multimedia in 
creative and effective ways that 
exploit the particular strengths of the 
chosen format. All elements make a 
contribution. There are few technical 
problems, and none of a serious 
nature. 

Students were a very effective team. 
Division of responsibilities capitalized 
on the strengths of each team 
member. The final product was 
shaped by all members and represents 
something that would not have been 
possible to accomplish working alone. 

Meets all criteria of the previous 
level and one or more of the 
following: reflects broad research 
and application of critical thinking 
skills; shows notable insight or 
understanding of the topic; compels 
the audience’s attention. 

 
4 

Presentation blends 3 or more 
multimedia elements in an attractive, 
easy-to-follow format. With minor 
exceptions, all elements contribute 
rather than detract from the 
presentation’s overall effectiveness. 

Students working together as a team 
on all aspects of the project. There 
was an effort to assign roles based on 
the skills/talents of individual 
members. All members strove to 
fulfill their responsibilities. 

The project has a clear goal related to 
a significant topic or issue. 
Information included has been 
compiled from several relevant 
sources. The project is useful to an 
audience beyond the students who 
created it. 

 
3 

Presentation used 2 or more media. 
There are some technical problems, 
but the viewer is able to follow the 
presentation with few difficulties. 

Students worked together on the 
project as a team with defined roles 
to play. Most members fulfilled their 
responsibilities. Disagreements were 
resolved or managed productively. 

The project present information in 
an accurate and organized manner 
that can be understood by the 
intended audience. There is a focus 
that is maintained throughout the 
piece. 

 
2 

Presentation used 2 or more media, 
but technical difficulties seriously 
interfere with the viewer’s ability to 
see, hear, or understand content. 

Presentation is the result of a group 
effort, but only some members of the 
group contributed. There is evidence 
of poor communication, unresolved 
conflict, or failure to collaborate on 
important aspects of the work. 

The project has a focus but may 
stray from it at times. There is an 
organizational structure, through it 
may not be carried through 
consistently. There may be factual 
errors or inconsistencies, but they 
are relatively minor. 

 
1 

Multimedia is absent from the 
presentation. 

Presentation was created by one 
student working more or less alone 
(though may have received guidance 
or help from others). 

Project seems haphazard, hurried or 
unfinished. There are significant 
factual errors, misconceptions, or 
misunderstandings. 

  
Multimedia score = 
 

 
Collaboration score = 
 

 
Content score = 
 

 
Copyright San Mateo County Office of Education 
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Individual Assignments, Assessment Sheets, and Grades  
for Portfolios 

 
Individual Assignments: Individual Assignments are dated and submitted for grading when work is 

completed. Each individual project is graded. Past assignments are graded 
for improved progress.  

 
Assessment Workbooks: Students are to maintain their own personal assessment workbooks. All 

projects, from pre-planning, thumbnails, storyline, works in progress are 
noted in the workbook. Each project is graded. The workbook documents 
progress made throughout the year. 

 
Report Card Grades: Grades will be assigned based on the following criteria: 
 
1. Animation The quality of the animation in a given time period. 
 
2. Participation 100% participation is required for the duration of the class period. 
 
3. Completeness and  The portfolio workbook is presented in a manner that reflects a serious 
    Quality of the  and thoughtful attitude toward the work. 
    Portfolio 
 
4. Classroom Behavior Appropriate and professional 
 
5. Attendance and Tardies Refer to school policies. 
 
 
 

 
Rubric for Grading Animations 

 
100 – 90%  

A 
89 – 80% 

B 
79-70% 

C 
69 – 60% 

D 
59% and below 

F 
Excellent 
Outstanding 
Exemplary 

Above Average 
Very Good 
Acceptable 

Average 
Good 
Not yet acceptable  

Below Average 
Needs 

Improvement 
Barely acceptable 

Unsatisfactory 
Poor 
Unacceptable 
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